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Content and process are central to every decision and function in government, and 

yet nowhere are they more important than in case management. s agencies move 

toward digitization to meet the demands of citizens and the functional needs of the 

organization, many are finding themselves locked into outdated, monolithic systems 

and processes that were not designed for digital-age technologies, such as mobile 

and cloud. Those systems lack the capability to digitize and automate workflows. 

They cannot manage the size, volume and complexity of modern digital content types 

such as videos, photos, social media or biometric information. Critical time and insight 

are lost. orkers’ ability to complete tasks and make decisions is hampered by 

outdated and inefficient processes and by content that is scattered across the 

enterprise in multiple siloed systems. 

C estimates  of data
created today is content.

 of no ledge or ers
time and .  of usiness
time o erall are asted
searching for information
content.

he a erage ideo file is 
million times larger than a
standard te t file.

he a erage agency has 
systems or more that store
content.

igital content ill gro  at a
C  of  y 
according to C esearch.

. igital ata Storage is ndergoing ind- oggling rowth, EE Times, September,  201
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nified e t en Case Management

Expectations from citizens and employees and the imperative for the mission to operate 

as an efficient digital organization mandate a new, holistic approach to case 

management. In practical terms, only a modern content services platform (CSP) with 

native capabilities including version control, robust tracking, automated processes and 

workflow can provide the modern case management solutions needed. Crucially, a 

modern solution also leverages the latest technologies — such as cloud, open source 

and automation — and integrates with critical existing systems and applications to 

connect people, process and content and give business users and mission owners a 

complete end-to-end view of their cases. Finally, agencies need a solution with a lower 

total cost of ownership and native capabilities to help “de-risk” transformation by 

enabling agencies to think differently and more nimbly, deploy in an evolutionary 

manner, capture the value of existing technology investments, and continually take 

advantage of best-of-breed innovation in the industry. This will enable agencies to 

reduce costs and improve operational efficiency by completing tasks and making 

decisions faster.

Legacy to Modern to Future

That’s what Nuxeo helps its customers achieve without disrupting their day-to-day 

business processes while delivering a positive ROI. The Nuxeo platform is a modern, 

enterprise, commercial open source COTS solution that delivers all the functions critical 

for the success of a next-generation case management solution in one platform. It is the 

only modern solution built on a cloud-native, open source architecture. It was designed 

to help agencies transition and meet the challenges of doing business in today’s digital 

world. The Nuxeo platform is a holistic solution that ties together content from any 

source, enables you to customize your infrastructure and implement your own content-

driven applications and workflows, and delivers out-of-the-box service modules so you 

can create the solution that fits your business needs. 
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ith u eo  agencies can
tract critical usiness

no ledge
oost efficiency  and lo er costs

mpro e citi en ser ices
Meet regulatory re uirements

eli er on the mission

he u eo 
Solution

Our solution empowers agencies to harness the full value of their digital information by 

fitting into their best-of-breed applications and systems, applying workflow and case 

management tools to drive critical processes and casework, and providing content 

within the context of applications the end user recognizes and can easily utilize. our 

implementation strategy can be designed to suit you and reduce risk. our partners 

can take advantage of existing relationships and capabilities —  Solutions Integrators 

(SI’s) with deep knowledge of the agency, the agency talent pool, Nuxeo’s sub ect 

matter experts, and the customer success and leadership team — to successfully 

deliver the implementation.

gencies benefit from working with Nuxeo because our technology and business 

processes embrace innovation—regardless of where it comes from. e leverage 

modernity and openness, positioning agencies to take full advantage of digital 

transformation and what’s to come. 

o matter your agency si e or re uirements  u eo offers a modern  high
performance  open source  highly e tensi le  and secure technology that 
ena les rapid adoption and inno ation ith minimal ris .  

— ulie Rushin, Consultant  Tax dministration and Tax IT  Former eputy CIO for 
Operations Support, IRS  Former irector of the usiness odernization Office, IRS
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nterprise eady

Our solution is fundamentally different, and its characteristics are what enable 

accelerated delivery in complex enterprise environments. It combines native content, 

process and case management capabilities in a single system architected from the 

ground up for full-scale enterprise case and content management — eliminating the 

need to stitch together separate and technologically different systems to form a core 

solution. Configuration and extension capabilities are based on industry-standard, 

nonproprietary, ava-based technologies, enabling the use of widely-available skill 

sets and a rich talent pool. 

est of reed

Our approach is not to reinvent the wheel. For example, if you have invested heavily in 

analytics, reporting or rule engine tools that you are used to, you can easily continue to 

use them with the Nuxeo platform. Nuxeo’s ability to work with both legacy and future 

environments is a uni ue advantage to moderate transition risk. nd it is one of many 

examples of Nuxeo’s innovative and open capabilities. 

Future roof

Technologies are always evolving. Nuxeo helps agencies future-proof their 

organizations with a modern platform that uses cloud-native and open source 

technologies to deliver content-driven applications and content services with massive 

scalability and flexibility. The modern architecture gives developers and users the 

control to uickly and easily make changes and updates to applications without costly 

upgrades and replacement without affecting platform customizations as business and 

mission re uirements change. This ensures that agencies will be able to consistently 

innovate to provide better business applications and adopt new business models to 

better serve citizens and deliver on the mission.
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u eo Case 
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 spent  years or ing at the S 
in e ery facet of the usiness  
including  years focused on 
technology and ser ing as a 

usiness moderni ation e ecuti e. 
My e perience has gi en me a 
uni ue perspecti e and insight into 
the critical success factors for an 
enterprise content management  
case management or digital asset 
transformation program. 

his is hy  am un a ering in my 
elief that the u eo platform is the 

ideal fit for agencies no  and for 
the foreseea le future.

— ulie Rushin, Former irector of the 
usiness odernization Office, IRS
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rchitecture 
Matters

Modularity

This enables us to continuously update the technology that underpins our platform 

without disrupting our customers’ systems and solutions that run on top of it.

ndependent Scala ility

Each of the core software components is independent and adapts to the needs of the 

application, eliminating performance bottlenecks.

eployment Fe i ility

eploy the way you want, using commodity hardware or enterprise infrastructure. Our 

use of open standards means Nuxeo easily fits within any enterprise environment, 

including physical servers, virtual machines or container platforms. Nuxeo runs on any 

operating system that can run ava, and it supports a variety of S  and NoS  

databases.

e ps  C C  Friendly

Our metadata model and design enable you to adopt an agile, evOps approach to 

deploying and continuously adapting the case management solutions to best meet the 

needs of employees and customers.

We believe that architecture matters and that 

architecture and technology are the primary 

factors that will enable agencies to operate 

more efficiently over a longer period, with much 

greater flexibility and adaptability and with a 

significantly lower total cost of ownership than 

does any other solution on the market today.
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nmatched erformance

The Nuxeo platform has been benchmarked to process ,  records per second  

(  billion records in .  hours), as demonstrated in real-world customer deployments. 

e have customers with hundreds of thousands of users and hundreds of millions of 

assets.  This capability to perform at scale mitigates one of the greatest risks of 

realizing a single deployment model for EC .

ntegration Capa ility

Nuxeo’s efficient, flexible, composable and extensible REST PI and PI-first design 

methodology provides an unprecedented level of access to both content and features 

of the application. This means that all application content, workflow activities, audit 

logs and even business logic are available for integration with data mining and analysis 

tools. dditionally, Nuxeo can integrate with virtually any existing cloud-based and on-

premises system or database, including Office , ox, Sharepoint, S, OpenShift 

and ongo .

Security and Compliance

Security is at the core of the Nuxeo platform. Nuxeo has incredibly flexible access 

controls  supports encryption at rest and in flight, FIPS -  compliance controls and 

pluggable integration with other solutions for enhanced compliance needs  

comprehensive versioning, audit control and data integrity oversight  support for C IS 

standards  and the flexibility to meet evolving needs.

 illion ocuments rocesses

documents ingested and  
re uests per second 

Compared to previous  billion industry 
benchmarks, Nuxeo did it  
and on 

Scale nly hat ou eed
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Although every agency will have a uni ue 
set of priorities and re uirements, there is a 
set of key attributes that characterize the 
challenges that every agency’s business 
stakeholders and technology enablers 
must meet when considering a next-
generation case management solution. 
The Nuxeo solution leverages all the 
capabilities of the Nuxeo platform to 
successfully address these in a cost-
effective and operationally sustainable 
manner.

 ey u eo 
ttri utes to 

Meet Case 
Management 

e uirements

Simplicity 
Nuxeo makes the experience more intuitive, accessible and less burdensome for users, 
technology enablers, operations administrators and citizens.

Fle i ility and dapta ility
The technology can keep pace and enable fulfillment of business re uirements in a timely 
manner as they evolve.

i ersity
The platform handles high volumes of varied systems, processes, data and content types 
(structured and unstructured), and user permissions and privileges — all of which must 
align to meet the shared ob ective of efficient case management and resolution.

Comple ity 
The processes, tasks, data and user interaction range from the simple (e.g., low-step, low-
variable, static) to the extremely sophisticated and complicated (e.g., multibranch, multistep, 
multiactor, multivariable, dynamic).

ata and rocess ntegrity
ctions and records are accurate, traceable, secure and reliable.

Scala ility
Nuxeo component architecture supports scalability and high availability to ensure mission-
critical performance and success. NoS  databases offer distinct advantages for 
scalability and for performance and overcome the traditional limitations of S  databases. 
The platform can independently scale components of the platform horizontally and can 
elastically accommodate peak loads rather than having to scale everything vertically with 
costly hardware. 
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The Nuxeo case management solution 
brings together all of the key case 
management fundamentals you re uire in 
one modern, holistic solution.

C  
C  

 ey u eo 
Case 
Management 
Fundamentals

Content
The Nuxeo platform delivers flexible, 
centralized management and access to 
content across the enterprise. It 
integrates with existing systems, 
connects to core content repositories 
and applies a rich metadata layer to 
them, and enables agencies to view 
content in one place and also apply new 
content-driven applications without the 
disruption of moving legacy applications 
onto a new platform. Nuxeo manages all 
content, no matter the complexity, 
including traditional content types like 
documents ( S Office, P F) and digital 
assets like emails and rich media (audio, 
video, geospatial), using a boundless 
data model that has customizable 
versioning, tagging, metadata and rendering capabilities.

Metadata
The Nuxeo platform’s data model is fully configurable and extensible. ll the fields you need 
to capture data can be configured — all data types (e.g., string, number, oolean) are 
supported, and field validation and parameters (e.g., format, max length, max value) can be 
defined. s part of the data model, the life cycles of each document type (e.g., a case, a task) 
are defined. Nuxeo’s advanced metadata model also supports machine learning algorithms 
and the use of artificial intelligence and oogle nalytics to extract insights. 
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or flo
orkflow is a built-in component of the Nuxeo platform. The workflow designer and 

workflow engine leverage other configurable features within the platform — including the 
data model, document model, permissions model and automation chains — to drive simple, 
complex and highly diverse processes from the beginning to the end of their life cycle. The 
workflow toolset enables graphical definition of task flows, drag-and-drop transitions 
between tasks, and definition of task properties (e.g., due data, assignee, notification mail, 
automation chains incorporated in the task and escalation rules).

utomation
n automation chain assembles operations (e.g., create move update a case, send a mail 

notification, uery the repository, start a workflow, dynamically change permissions) to 
create complex business rules and logic without writing any code.

Cola oration
The Nuxeo solution enables a diverse set of users to simultaneously collaborate on case 
activities transparently across geographies. It is designed to support content, workflow and 
multiuser collaboration in all parts of the case management life cycle and can integrate with 
various Enterprise File Synch and Share (EFSS) collaboration tools to enable simultaneous 
collaboration. 

usiness ecisions
y combining data model, automation, workflow and security capabilities, agencies will be 

able to build very strong business rule handling for all phases of case management. These 
rules will be triggered automatically (typically based on metadata) or manually (user 
interaction) or even by PI and inbound actions re uests from other systems.

nalytics
The Nuxeo platform provides comprehensive solutions for robust analytics and data 
visualization capabilities, including the ability to capture, store, and make data and metadata 
sets available to authorized users, who can leverage search and automation features to 
deliver context-sensitive analysis in a particular view, such as a case view or a manager 
view.

ntelligence
everage Nuxeo’s integration capabilities with existing purpose-built enterprise analytics 

and reporting toolsets as well as comprehensive operational and management reporting to 
ensure tasks are completed and decisions are made with the most relevant, real-time 
information available.
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In today’s digital world, agencies face enormous pressure to meet the demands of 

citizens and employees to modernize while delivering on the mission and improving 

efficiencies. To achieve this, you need modern technologies and a nimble, cloud-

native, agile approach. Nuxeo helps customers achieve their goals with a lower total 

cost of ownership and rapid ROI. Nuxeo’s ability to provide a full case management 

solution — as well as document management, content management and enterprise 

digital asset management — in a single component-based platform with a service-

oriented architecture creates the conditions to deliver a better experience for citizens 

and caseworkers and help agencies transition from legacy to modern to future.

 e  
pproach  
 e  artner

 common theme in customer 
feed ac  is the speed of 
implementing the u eo 
platform and ho  uic ly 
customers ere a le to gain 

alue from their in estment. 
er  of respondents said 

the implementation too  less 
than si  months  o er half of 
those said it too  less than 
three months.
—  artner agic uadrant for 
Content Services Platforms

u eo helps their customers go from legacy to modern to future y ena ling 
them to thin  differently a out ho  they moderni e at scale ith a highly 
configura le solution that aligns ith their organi ation rather than forcing 
their usiness to fit the solution.  

— ulie Rushin, Consultant  Tax dministration and Tax IT  Former eputy CIO for 
Operations Support, IRS  Former irector of the usiness odernization Office, IRS

.  artner agic uadrant for Content Services Platforms, aartner Report, October  




